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Quantum relays and noise suppression using linear optics
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Probabilistic quantum nondemolition~QND! measurements can be performed using linear optics and post-
selection. Here we show how QND devices of this kind can be used in a straightforward way to implement a
quantum relay, which is capable of extending the range of a quantum cryptography system by suppressing the
effects of detector noise. Unlike a quantum repeater, a quantum relay system does not require entanglement
purification or the ability to store photons.
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Probabilistic quantum logic operations can be imp
mented using linear optical elements, additional photons~an-
cilla!, and postselection@1,2#. We have proposed@3# and ex-
perimentally demonstrated@4,5# several logic devices of this
kind which succeed with an ideal probability of1

2, while the
probability of success can be made arbitrarily high us
larger numbers of ancilla@6#. Here we show that probabilis
tic quantum nondemolition~QND! measurements@7,8# based
on these techniques can be used to implement a quan
relay that can extend the throughput and maximum rang
a quantum cryptography system by suppressing the noise
to detector dark counts. Unlike a quantum repeater@9,10#, a
quantum relay does not require entanglement purifica
@11#, photon storage, or the distribution of entangled
sources as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The specific QND implementation that we present here
a modification of a probabilistic quantum encoder circuit@3#;
however, the results of our relay analysis are applicable
other QND implementations as well@8#. As shown in Fig. 2,
the encoder circuit conditionally encodes~copies! the state of
an input qubit into two output qubits. As will be shown b
low, the addition of a second detector can be used to sig
the presence of an input photon while the polarization s
of the input qubit is transferred into the remaining output.
Kok, Lee, and Dowling@8# recently pointed out, quantum
teleportation@12# can be used to implement QND measu
ments; accordingly, Fig. 2 can be seen to be a teleportat
based QND device using the Bell-state measurement
proach of Pan and Zeilinger@13#.

We begin by describing the operation of the quantum
coder and its modification to perform QND measuremen
The concept of a quantum relay is then introduced, in wh
each segment of a communication channel condition
passes~relays! a qubit on to the next segment of the comm
nication channel provided that a QND measurement has v
fied that a photon is actually present. This does not avoid
exponential loss of signal in an optical fiber, but the limitin
effects of detector dark counts on error correction and
vacy amplification can be essentially eliminated. The per
mance of such a quantum relay is then analyzed in term
its potential for increased throughput and operating rang

As shown in Fig. 2, the QND measurement of inter
here is implemented using polarizing beam splitters. Its
tended function is to produce a classical output signal if o
and only one photon is present in the input, while trans
1050-2947/2002/66~5!/052307~6!/$20.00 66 0523
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ring the polarization state of the incident qubit to the outp
mode. The output of the QND measurement is known to
correct whenever one and only one photon is detected
each detector assembly. As will be shown below, this po
selection process succeeds with an ideal probability o1

2,
which is similar to the efficiency of other linear optics tec
niques@1–5,13,14#.

The notation used here is the same as in our earlier p
on quantum logic operations@3#. Qubit values 0 and 1~u0&
and u1&! are represented by the horizontal and vertical po
ization modes~uH& and uV&) of single photons. The inpu
qubit is assumed to be in an arbitrary superposition s
given byuc&0[auH&01buV&0 , wherea andb are complex
coefficients.

The intended function of the encoder circuit is to perfo
the transformation

auH&01buV&0→auH&1uH&21buV&1uV&2 . ~1!

As shown in Fig. 2, this can be accomplished by using
polarizing beam splitter to mix the input mode~0! with one
photon~a! that is part of a pair of entangled ancilla photo
emitted byf1 into modes a and 1. The output modes~1 and
2! are conditionally accepted if a polarization-sensitive d
tector packageDb ~shown in the inset of Fig. 2! records one
and only one~1AO1! event. The detector packageDb con-
sists of a polarizing beam splitter rotated 45° from theHV

FIG. 1. Basic differences between a quantum repeater~a! and a
quantum relay~b!. The two devices differ in the flow of quantum
information, the time utilization of the channel segments, and
utilization of entangled quantum resources. In a repeater@9,10# en-
tangled resources, such as the Bell state denoted byf1, are distrib-
uted to the terminals~A andB! and then used to implement a qua
tum communications protocol, whereas in a relay an arbitr
quantum state is directly propagated along the channel, i.e., froA
to B, passing through a QND measurement device.
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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JACOBS, PITTMAN, AND FRANSON PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 052307 ~2002!
basis, followed by two ordinary single-photon detectors;
axes of the rotated basis will be referred to asF andS:

F[
1

&
@H1V#, ~2!

S[
1

&
@H2V#. ~3!

Here the ket notation has been dropped for compactness
1AO1 condition signals the successful projection of the co
bined state onto the desired output state, which is the or
of the nonlinearity required for logic operations.

The entangled ancilla photons are created in a Bell s
of the form uf1&a1[ 1

& @ uH&auH&11uV&auV&1]. The state of
the system after the polarizing beam splitter can be show
be

c12b5
1

&
@aH1H2Hb1bV1V2Vb1aV1H2V21bH1VbHb#.

~4!

The last two terms in Eq.~4! correspond to zero or two
photons going to detector packageDb , and these terms ar
therefore projected out of the accepted state~with a probabil-
ity of 1/2! by the 1AO1 condition. The usefulness of th
projected stateucP& becomes apparent when it is renorm
ized and expressed in theFS basis,

cP5
1

&
@~aH1H21bV1V2!Fb1~aH1H22bV1V2!Sb#.

~5!

It can be seen from Eq.~5! that the quantum encoder pe
forms the desired logic operation whenever 1AO1 photon
found in theFb channel. In addition, the feed-forward qua

FIG. 2. An implementation of a probabilistic QND measureme
of a qubit input in mode 0 using a probabilistic quantum encoder@3#
followed by a polarization-sensitive detector in output mode 2. T
inset shows the details of the polarization-sensitive detector p
ages, each of which consists of a polarizing beam splitter rota
through a 45° angle~into the FS basis! followed by two ordinary
single-photon detectors. The device can be viewed either as a m
fication of a quantum encoder circuit@3# or as a new application o
quantum teleportation@8,12#.
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tum control methods that we have recently demonstrated@5#
can be used to obtain the desired output forSb detection
events by reversing the relative signs of thea andb terms.

The encoder circuit can be converted to a QND measu
ment device by adding a second polarization-sensitive de
tor packageD2 that is identical toDb , but located in path 2.
If one and only one photon is detected in both detector pa
ages, the projected state of the system can be shown to

cP25
1

2
@aH1~F2Fb1S2Fb1F2Sb1S2Sb!

1bV1~F2Fb2S2Fb2F2Sb1S2Sb!#. ~6!

It can be seen that the output state in mode 1 is identica
the input state under these conditions, provided that fe
forward techniques@5# are used to reverse the relative sig
of thea andb terms for some of the combinations ofDb and
D2 detection events, such asS2Fb , for example. The com-
plete circuit probabilistically implements a QND measur
ment on a photon in the sense that a classical signal is
erated only when an input photon is present without affect
its state of polarization. This occurs with a probability of1

2

assuming ideal hardware; the effects of detector noise wil
considered below.

The reason for placing the second detector package
mode 2 instead of mode 1 can be seen by considering
operation of the device when there is no photon presen
the input mode. In that case the joint 1AO1 condition f
both detectors cannot be fulfilled because only one of
detection packages receives an ancilla photon. IfD2 were
moved to output mode 1 instead, then the device could p
duce a false gate signal when no photon is present in
input because the two ancilla could trigger both detec
packages in that case.

Having described a specific method for making quant
nondemolition measurements with a success probability
1/2, we now focus on a potential application of this type
device in a quantum communications system. The maxim
range of current fiber-based quantum cryptography syst
is limited by the loss of photons as they propagate through
optical fiber combined with the dark counts in the detecto
Error correction and privacy amplification@15# become in-
creasingly inefficient as the number of remaining photo
becomes comparable to the detector dark count, at wh
point the effective throughput of the system rapidly drops
zero. The range can be extended using quantum repeate@9#
based on entanglement swapping@10,16# or quantum telepor-
tation @12#, but those methods typically require entangleme
purification @11# and the ability to store photons for an a
preciable time. In contrast, the quantum relay described
low can increase the range and total throughput~after error
correction and privacy amplification! without the need for
entanglement purification or photon storage because a
the required qubit manipulations are local, i.e., self-contain
in the relays. Losses in the fiber still occur, but the effects
detector dark counts are suppressed using QND meas
ments, thereby greatly increasing the efficiency of the p
vacy amplification and error correction protocols. Th
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QUANTUM RELAYS AND NOISE SUPPRESSION USING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 052307 ~2002!
scheme is somewhat similar to the notion of event-re
detection@16#; however, we show that by distributing th
relays throughout the channel the impact of detector no
both in the relays and at the receiver, can be made neglig

The implementation of a quantum relay system us
QND measurements is illustrated in Fig. 3. Each relayRi
performs a quantum nondemolition measurement to de
mine if a photon is present or if it has been lost in transm
sion through the fiber up to that point. If the photon is s
present, a classical gate signal indicating this fact is sen
to the next relay along with the photon itself. If a photon
not detected beyond some point in the transmission line,
gating information is used to ignore that event and not acc
any output from the detectors in the receiver. As a result,
dark count rate in the detector will be greatly reduced, a
the signal-to-noise ratioS ~number of true photon detectio
events divided by the number of spurious detection eve!
will be increased compared to its value without any rela
We refer to this system as a quantum relay because
node in the system conditionally passes~relays! a qubit on to
the next node, provided a photon was found to be prese

It is obviously important to include the effects of detect
dark counts in the relay elements themselves as well as
probability of 1

2 for the successful operation of the QN
measurements. In fact, one might suspect that the re
would only make the situation worse when these factors
taken into account. However, any spurious photons gener
by the relays will be attenuated exponentially as they pro
gate through the fiber. As long as the relay elements
sufficiently far from the receiver, this attenuation will cau
the contribution from spurious relay photons to be mu
smaller than the dark count in the receiver. In the same w
the loss of a factor of12 associated with the probabilisti
QND measurements can be much smaller than the in
ciency in error correction and privacy amplification th
would have occurred without the signal-to-noise improv
ment from a quantum relay.

An ideal relay element can be viewed as implement
the following transformation on the input density matrix:

P1uu&^uu1P0u0&^0u→ P1

2
uu&^uu1S 12

P1

2 D uB&^Bu.

~7!

FIG. 3. A quantum relay system in which each relayRi condi-
tionally passes~relays! a qubit and a gate signal on to the ne
element, provided a QND measurement indicated that a photon
actually present. The quantum relay suppresses the effects of
counts in the receiver detectors via the gate signal, while spur
photons generated by dark counts in the relays themselves ar
ponentially attenuated by the transmission channel before reac
the receiver.
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Here P1 is the probability that a single photon in the pola
ization stateuu& is present,P0 denotes the probability that n
photon was present, and the stateuB& represents a situation in
which the absence of a gate signal indicates that no pho
was present.@The QND measurement also rejects events
which there was more than one photon in the input chan
and Eq.~7! could be generalized accordingly.# If dark counts
in the relay detectors are included, then the effects of a sin
relay can be described by

P1uu&^uu1P0u0&^0u→huu&^uu1PdI

1~12h22Pd!uB&^Bu. ~8!

Here I is the identity matrix,Pd is the probability of a dark
count in one of the QND detectors during the process
time of a single qubit, andh is the overall QND efficiency.
The factorh depends on the implementation details of t
particular QND measurement scheme. For example, in
specific QND measurement scheme presented above,
ideal value ofh5 1

2 would be further reduced by variou
hardware parameters, such as the limited quantum efficie
of the detectors.

The use of the identity matrix in Eq.~8! reflects the fact
that the spurious photons emitted because of detector
counts in the relays have random polarizations. SincePd is
typically very small (;1025 for a 10-MHz system using
commercial single-photon counting modules!, we only need
to consider the probability of a single dark count event o
curring in one of the four detectors. Furthermore, since
1AO1 detection condition correctly excludes half of the da
count events~because they occur in the same package as
ancilla detection!, the probability of a relay error in Eq.~8! is
approximately 2Pd , even though four detectors are used
each QND device. This probability of error obviously d
pends on the specific QND measurement device used,
can be generalized for other implementations accordingl

Secure communications in a quantum cryptography s
tem is only guaranteed if the quantum bit error rateQB is
below the error rate that would be produced by an eavesd
per. This error threshold depends on the cryptography pr
col, detailed characteristics of the implementation, and
sumptions about the capabilities of an eavesdropper.
example, in the four-state protocol developed by Bennett
Brassard@17# ~BB84!, the maximum allowable quantum b
error rate is 25%, assuming ideal hardware, single-pho
sources, and an eavesdropper limited to a classical inter
and resend@17# attack. In the following analysis, we will no
make any assumptions about the eavesdropping model
stead, we will simply relate the quantum bit error rate to t
signal-to-noise ratio and use this parameter to characte
the performance of a quantum relay.

Since the maximum range of current optical fiber syste
is primarily determined by the impact of exponential phot
losses and detector noise onQB , we will assume an other
wise perfect system, i.e., no optical misalignments or ba
ground light. A typical BB84 receiver@18# utilizes two de-
tectors, so that the probabilityPn of a noise event in the
receiver is roughly twice the detector dark count probabi
~i.e., Pn;2Pd) in the limit of smallPd . ~For simplicity, we
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JACOBS, PITTMAN, AND FRANSON PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 052307 ~2002!
assume that all of the detectors have the same dark co!
Under these assumptions, the quantum bit error rate fo
quantum cryptography system with no quantum relays
given by

QB5

1
2 Pn

Pn1Ps
5

1

2~11S!
. ~9!

HerePs is the probability of a signal photon detection andS
is the signal-to-noise ratio, i.e.,S[Ps /Pn . The factor of12 in
Eq. ~9! is due to the fact that half of the dark count even
accidentally give the correct result. Including the exponen
attenuation in the fiber, the signal-to-noise ratio of an oth
wise ideal cryptography system is

S05 1
2 Pd

21e2ax. ~10!

Herex is the transmission distance anda is the fiber attenu-
ation parameter, which is;0.05/km for a typical optical fiber
loss of 0.2 dB/km. From Eq.~9! we see that an upper boun
on the quantum bit error rate corresponds to a lower bo
on the allowable signal-to-noise ratio, for example,QB
,25% corresponds toS.1.

We now consider the potential improvement in the sign
to-noise ratio if a single quantum relay is added to the sys
at a distancex1 from the transmitter andx2 from the receiver,
so thatx5x11x2 . The impact of the relay on the cryptog
raphy signal is a straightforward reduction inPs due to the
efficiency of the relay, i.e.,Ps→he2ax. Although the relay
is designed to reduce noise by gating detector events in
cryptography receiver, it also adds noise in the form of r
domly polarized photons. Since these added noise pho
must propagate through the channel to reach the receiver
total noise probability is given by

Pn52PGPd1PRe2ax2. ~11!

HerePG is the probability that a gate signal will be produc
by the relay andPR52Pd is the probability that a spuriou
output photon will be produced in the relay itself. The fir
term in Eq.~11! represents the receiver dark count reduct
by a factor ofPG , while the second term corresponds to t
spurious relay photons after attenuation in the fiber. Incl
ing the attenuation of signal photons in propagating to
relay givesPG5he2ax1 ~events with multiple dark count
have been neglected!, which reduces Eq.~11! to

Pn52Pd@he2ax11e2ax2#. ~12!

The optimal single-relay position can be found by min
mizing Pn , which givesx15 1

2 (x1a21 ln@h#), where ln de-
notes the natural logarithm; the optimal location is shift
somewhat towards the transmitter~the logarithm is nega-
tive!. Inserting these values ofx1 andx2 into the above equa
tions gives a signal-to-noise ratioS1 that is exponentially
better than that from the cryptography system alone:

S15S0@ 1
2 h1/2eax/2#. ~13!
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Although this result may seem surprising, it can be und
stood from the fact that the attenuation of the signal bef
the relay reduces the probability of a gate signal, which
turn reduces the probability of a spurious count in the
ceiver, while attenuation after the relay reduces the effect
spurious photons generated in the relay.

A similar analysis assumingN relay elements optimally
distributed throughout the channel results in a maxim
signal-to-noise ratioSN , given by

SN5S0@1/~N11!hN/~N11!eax@N/~N11!##. ~14!

The signal-to-noise ratio is not oversensitive to the relay
ficiency, even for a large number of elements, because
signal and noise are equally reduced by all but one relay.
optimum placement of the relays is uniform throughout t
channel with the exception of the last relay~nearest the re-
ceiver!, whose optimal location is given by@1/(N11)#(x
2Na21 ln@h#).

For comparison, we have performed an exact numer
simulation of a quantum cryptography system augmen
with quantum relays. This simulation includes the possibil
of multiple dark counts, which was neglected in the equ
tions above. The results for several values ofN are shown in
Fig. 4, which indicates good agreement with the approxim
analytic results presented above. This plot also suggests
a single quantum relay could approximately double the ra
of a quantum cryptography system.

The potential range enhancement of a relay system ca
estimated by considering a system operated at a fixed sig
to-noise ratio. By solving Eqs.~10! and ~14! for the maxi-
mum range at a given value ofS, we calculate the range
enhancement ratioR to be

R[
RN

R0
'~N11!

ln@~N11!h2N/~N11!PdS#

ln@PdS#
. ~15!

Although the range enhancement ratioR can be very large, it
should be kept in mind that a quantum relay does not av
the loss in signal due to attenuation. For example, at a ra

FIG. 4. Plot of the signal-to-noise ratioS as a function of the
rangeax in dimensionless units for a quantum cryptography syst
given 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 optimally spaced relays. Good agreem
can be seen between the results of an exact numerical simul
~dots! and the approximate analytic results presented in the
~lines!. The results shown here correspond to a quantum relay
ciency of 1

2, and a detector dark count probability of 1025.
7-4
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QUANTUM RELAYS AND NOISE SUPPRESSION USING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 052307 ~2002!
whereax525, the raw bit rate of a perfect system operati
at 100 GHz would be;1 bit per sec.

The potential advantage of a quantum relay system ca
put in perspective by calculating the overall throughput o
quantum cryptography system including the effects of er
correction and privacy amplification, for which we use t
results of Lutkenhaus@19#. Although the results of Eq.~15!
are completely general, we will consider the simple case
which the QND measurements are performed using
scheme presented here with an overall efficiency of1

2 ~lim-
ited by the linear optics approach!, the detector dark coun
probability is 1025, and the BB84 protocol is implemente
using a true single-photon source and 100% quantum de
tion efficiencies. It is also assumed that the eavesdropp
limited to individual ~albeit arbitrary! attacks on the qubi
stream.

Figure 5 shows the results of this analysis for up to th

FIG. 5. Plot of the normalized throughputTn as a function of the
range in dimensionless units (ax). Tn is defined as the tota
throughput divided by the signal rate after attenuation~prior to error
correction or privacy amplification!. The rapid drop in the effi-
ciency of error correction and privacy amplification can be seen
all cases, but the use of quantum relays can extend the maxim
range at which this occurs. The total throughput still decreases
ponentially, however. The results shown here correspond to a q
tum relay efficiency ofh5

1
2 and a detector dark count probabilit

of 1025. Further reductions in the relay efficiency reduce t
throughput accordingly (Tn}hN), and shift the sharp transitions t
proportionally shorter ranges.
v.

e

rin

e
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relays, where the normalized throughputTn is defined as the
total throughput divided by the signal rate after attenuat
but prior to error correction or privacy amplification. For
quantum cryptography system with no relays (N50), the
figure clearly shows the dramatic degradation in through
as the signal-to-noise ratio approaches 1 (ax;9.5). It can be
seen that the use of quantum relays can postpone this s
transition, although it should be emphasized once again
losses in the fiber still occur and, as a result, the through
still decreases exponentially. These results are similar to
modified repeater scheme recently suggested by Gisinet al.
@10#, but the mechanism underlying the relay presented h
does not require the distribution of entangled photons or
tanglement swapping@16#.

In summary, we have described the use of probabilis
QND measurements to implement a quantum relay that
extend the range and throughput of a quantum cryptogra
system despite the nondeterministic nature of the dev
involved. The QND measurements described here can
implemented using polarizing beam splitters, post select
and feed-forward quantum control techniques, with an id
efficiency of 1

2. They can be viewed either as a modificatio
of a quantum encoder@3# or as a new application of quantum
teleportation@8#. Unlike a quantum repeater@9,10#, a quan-
tum relay does not require entanglement purification,
ability to store photons, or the use of distributed entang
resources. On the other hand, the practical applications
quantum relay are limited by the fact that it does not corr
for decoherence of the qubits or the exponential loss of p
tons in an optical fiber.~Decoherence in quantum cryptogr
phy systems is generally quite low, and fidelities in excess
0.99 can be obtained using classical feedback techniq
@18#.! As recently noted by Kok, Williams, and Dowling
@20#, the probabilistic controlled-NOT gates that we have de
scribed elsewhere@3# could also be used to implement
quantum repeater, which would be more challenging
could, at least in principle, compensate for decoherence
loss as well.

This work was financially supported by the Office of N
val Research and by IR&D.
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